Abstract To achieve selective electrical interfacing to the neural system it is necessary to approach neuronal elements on a scale of micrometers. This necessitates microtechnology fabrication and introduces the interdisciplinary field of neurotechnology, lying at the juncture of neuroscience with microtechnology. The neuroelectronic interface occurs where the membrane of a cell soma or axon meets a metal microelectrode surface. The seal between these may be narrow or may be leaky. In the latter case the surrounding volume conductor becomes part of the interface. Electrode design for successful interfacing, either for stimulation or recording, requires good understanding of membrane phenomena, natural and evoked action potential generation, volume conduction, and electrode behavior. Penetrating multimicroelectrodes have been produced as one-, two-, and three-dimensional arrays, mainly in silicon, glass, and metal microtechnology. Cuff electrodes circumvent a nerve; their selectivity aims at fascicles more than at nerve fibers. Other types of electrodes are regenerating sieves and coneingrowth electrodes. The latter may play a role in brain-computer interfaces. Planar substrate-embedded electrode arrays with cultured neural cells on top are used to study the activity and plasticity of developing neural networks. They also serve as substrates for future so-called cultured probes.
INTRODUCTION

Definition and Scope of Selective Electrical Interfacing by Neurotechnology
Selective electrical interfacing with the neural system means connecting to neurons, either to their somata or to their axons, on a scale of micrometers.
Neurotechnology operates at the juncture of neuroscience, cellular/tissue engineering, signal processing, and micro-/nanofabrication. Neurotechnology tries to connect the electronic world to the neural world, mainly to the peripheral part of it, via microelectrode arrays. The field is also known as neuroelectronic interfacing or neural engineering (but neural engineering tends to be more broadly construed; see the section below), and it relates to neurotronics or neurobionics. The latter two descriptors reflect the aim of research to restore disturbed muscular or sensory 409 function and replace natural control. Selective electrical interfacing is involved in both neural stimulation and neural recording.
The specific tissue-metal interface benefits from models and experiments, such as volume-conduction modeling, cell membrane modeling, electrode/electrolyte chemistry, micro-/nanofabrication (silicon, glass, metals), electrophysiology, signal processing, and cellular/tissue engineering. Selective electrical interfacing aims to contact nerve fibers as selectively as possible, requiring devices and fabrication technology in the realm of micrometers. The clinical field of application is neuroprosthesis in rehabilitation medicine, with the goal of restoring sensory or neuromuscular deficits. Another goal is the development of future brain-computer interfaces. Neuroscience research areas that benefit from progress in neurotechnology are the electrophysiology of natural neural networks (brains) and the study of brain slices and cultured neural cell assemblies, including the process of learning in live networks.
Neurotechnology is not the neural analogue of biotechnology: It does not study artificial neural networks. Nor does neurotechnology comprise neuroinformatics or neural dynamics.
Neural Engineering
Neural engineering treats such topics as the neuronal cell, the central and peripheral neural system, computational and experimental models of bioelectric interfaces (stimulation and recording), the neurochemistry of metal-liquid interfaces, the technology of microelectrode array fabrication, cultured neurons and networks, neural prostheses, and artificial learning in ex vivo neuronal networks. It also deals with the successes and problems of such clinically applied prostheses as the pacemaker and the cochlear implant and neuroprostheses of the arm and leg. Finally, it explores computer-brain interfaces, retinal prostheses, and cultured probes (see Table 1 ). 
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A Bit of History
Neural and muscular tissue can be activated electrically, either in the natural way or by artificial stimulation, to perform two basic functions: information transport and muscular contraction, respectively.
In 1791, Luigi Galvani ( Figure 1 ) extensively studied muscle contractions evoked by electrical stimulation in his famous experiment on the exposed frog hindlimb nerve-muscle preparation, ascribing the phenomenon to "animal electricity." Galvani (1) concluded that the driving force of the contraction was located inside the preparation. He ignored the fact that two interconnected, different metals evoke a potential difference and that this is the source of stimulation of the nerve, as was recognized later by Volta. Thanks to two centuries of research into membrane electrophysiology (2), we now know that artificial neural excitation requires both membrane activation and an electric stimulus.
Another milestone in neurotechnology was the implantation of an array of 80 electrodes on the visual cortex of a blind woman by Brindley & Lewin in 1968 (3) , by means of which phosphenes were elicited. The implant did not much benefit the patient but showed positive results on safety, long-term effectiveness and a leap in the number of channels and amount of conveyed information. It clearly revealed that selective stimulation of small groups of neurons was the goal to strive for, and it showed the accompanying need for high-density microstimulation arrays.
Current research deals with interfaces to cultured neuronal networks and hybrid neural prostheses, among many others. A recent and remarkable discovery is that live, cultured neuronal networks can learn. They can be trained simply and rapidly, using 60-electrode flat-substrate multielectrode arrays (MEAs) (4) .
In the years between Galvani's era and our own, electrical stimulation of neural tissue in the human body has been used for many purposes. Pacemakers and cochlear implants have found their way to the patient in everyday clinical practice. Peroneal nerve stimulation to compensate drop foot handicap helps many persons (5) . Visual prostheses (6) and brain-computer interfaces (7) are being explored in clinical experimental medicine, as is electrical stimulation to relieve the symptoms of Parkinson's disease (8) .
On the recording side of neurotechnology, electrophysiological brain research has traditionally used tungsten or stainless-steel electrodes (single or multiple) to record single-or multi-unit action potentials and to map receptive fields. A newer method uses fluorescent dyes to record activity optically (9) . Multielectrode arrays of up to 100 electrodes patterned by photolithography on glass substrates have been Galvani (1737 Galvani ( -1798 , medical doctor and biomedical engineer. He discovered "animal" electricity, electrical stimulation, and radio waves. (b) Galvani's laboratory. The picture shows not only the famous frog preparation (left), in which muscle contraction was evoked by stimulation of nerve with a bimetallic arch, but also that radio waves could activate the nerve-muscle preparation. The mechanism producing the radiation stands on the left edge of the table: The rotating disc builds up a static electric charge that eventually discharges into a spark.
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RUTTEN in use since 1972 to record simultaneously from networks, either in retinal tissue ex vivo, in brain slices, or in networks of dissociated neurons.
A selection of neurotechnological principles, applications, and developments is treated or summarized in the following sections.
A Note on Neural Control
Neural interfacing must permit us to exercise neural control. We achieve such control when we know how, where, and when to apply stimuli to affect such functions as bladder control, arm movements, standing, and walking or to enhance or replace the natural coding and processing of sensory stimuli like spoken words or visual images. Interfacing without appropriate control will not lead to clinically useful applications, and vice versa.
THE INTERFACE
Definition of the Interface
As used in neurotechnology, the term "interface" can include all the elements of a system between the central processor of the computer and the nervous tissue-that is, from the data-acquisition interface circuitry; through the wireless electromagnetic link that couples outer world and inner body, the internal wires and electrode tips, and the subsequent tissue volume conductors; to the final target: a whole nerve, a fascicle, an axon, or a soma.
Therefore, the position, shape, and size of an electrode with respect to a neuron or axon determines the precise definition of the interface. For example, if a cultured neural soma covers an electrode completely, and tightly seals it from the extracellular fluid, the interface will consist mainly of the glycocalix. (The glycocalix is the protein matrix-like intermediate substance responsible for adhesion of the cell membrane to the metal or glass substrate. The latter is itself usually coated with a chemical monolayer of an adhesion promoting protein, like laminin or polyd-lysine.) This layer may be characterized electrically as an ionic fluid, with a certain conductivity and capacitance. If the seal is less tight, currents will leak to the extracellular medium and the interface may be thought of as extended over a larger volume.
Even more components must be considered part of the interface if a cuff electrode contacts a whole nerve, because the conductivity of a fluid layer (between the interior of the cuff and the surface of the nerve) adds to epineural and perineural sheath conductivity, before stimulation currents reach the axonal targets. If the cuff length is short, current leakage into the space outside the cuff must likewise be taken into account.
Definitions of Selectivity
The same variability holds for the definition of "selectivity." Selectivity means that individual target elements may be addressed electrically amidst a population of identical neighbors. Target elements may be nerves, fascicles, axons, somata, or neuronal processes.
Different levels of selectivity can be distinguished when the aim is to stimulate the motor system or nerves in general. Muscle selectivity implies control (via intramuscular electrodes or cuffs around muscle-specific fascicles) of a specific muscle without activating other muscles. Fascicle selectivity aims at a specific fascicle without activating other fascicles; but fascicle selectivity in general does not guarantee muscle selectivity, as fascicles may innervate multiple muscles.
Size selectivity is possible because thick fibers (with larger inter-node-ofRanvier spacing) are stimulated at lower current than thinner fibers. (This useful property is hampered by the fact that thin and thick motor fiber have no prescribed position in the fascicle.) Fiber selectivity can only be reached by electrodes, which are small enough and positioned close enough to a fiber, preferably the node of Ranvier. So, tip diameters of a few to about 10 micrometer and positioning not farther than about 20 micrometer from a node are required.
The Nerve Cell Membrane and the Action Potential
Neurons are specialized, nonspherical cells consisting of a cell body (soma), many short dendritic processes, and one longer protrusion called the axon. Axons can be very long (the length of a human arm or leg) or rather short (a pyramidal neuronal cell in the neocortex is about half a millimeter long). Axonal diameter may vary between <1 µm and >20 µm. Muscles are controlled by up to a few hundred motor neurons per muscle. The auditory nerve contains 3 × 10 4 axons and the optic nerve typically 10 6 . The brain has 10 11 neural cells; each cell can have 10,000 connections (see also Table 2 ).
Neurons communicate information among themselves, muscles, and organs via electrical potentials, called action potentials. Action potentials are short excursions, transient waveforms with a typical duration of 1 ms, from the transmembrane resting potential, which is approximately −60 mV inside versus outside. The polarization is maintained by the mechanism of the so-called sodium (Na + )-potassium (K + ) pump, which brings about a difference in concentrations of these ions across the membrane.
The membrane is a semipermeable double layer of lipid molecules penetrated by many proteins and containing many pores, or channels (which are filled or lined by protein molecules). A number of them are ion channels to transport ions in and out the cell. Na + and K + ion channels play a crucial role in the generation and propagation of action potentials, as they may carry ionic currents through the membrane and perturb the resting potential. The perturbation may be an external short cathodic current pulse, as we will see below in some detail. The channels react to such a pulse by "opening" further, first gradually and linearly but then, beyond a certain depolarization threshold (about 20 mV), in a nonlinear, avalanche-like way. The basic mechanisms of this action-potential generation were discovered by Hodgkin current-clamp and voltage-clamp techniques in squid and frog axons. These researchers also developed analytical models for the action potential, which are still fundamental to more intricate subsequent analysis. Only a brief summary is presented here.
A membrane section can be represented as a parallel RC circuit. Figure 2 illustrates the network representation. The membrane current is the sum of the ionic and capacitive components
The membrane capacitance C m is constituted by the lipid bilayer. The resistance R, or, more conventionally, the conductance g (with g = 1/R), represents parallel ionic channels. The conductances g Na and g K are variable; they were found experimentally to be functions of the membrane potential V m and of time t. The leakage conductance g l is constant (Figure 2 ). This branch of the circuit also includes the chlorine contribution (so, the chlorine channel has constant conductance).
Under resting conditions the inward sodium current balances the outward potassium current, and the membrane potential is given by
At rest, the membrane potential is about equal to the potassium equilibrium 2 . E k and E Na are the driving potentials for the potassium and sodium currents and are given by the Nernst potential. Conductances g K and g Na are variable while the leakage conductance g L is constant. V m is the membrane potential, i m is the membrane current, R a is the internal resistance of the axon.
potential E k (= −60 mV); during an action potential V m approaches E Na (= + 55 mV). The conductances for the squid axon behave as g Na = g Na,max m 
and yields the intracellular action potential waveform. Rate constant τ m is much smaller than τ h and τ n (so Na channels open earlier in the development of the action potential than K channels).
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Artificially Stimulated Action Potentials
While the previous section describes the dynamics of the natural action potential, local extracellular application of a depolarizing (cathodic), monophasic, short (∼100 µs) current pulse (µA range) may excite an action potential, traveling in both directions from the stimulation site. In that case i m in Equation 1 equals the stimulus current i s (local microstimulation near a node of Ranvier), and the following equation can be derived and solved for various i s :
Again, this equation is valid under space-clamped conditions, i.e., where no axial currents are present. Repeated, piecewise application of this equation for a partitioned membrane would yield a solvable, coupled set of equations, provided that lateral coupling is introduced. (See the section below on the Nerve Fiber.) An example of transmembrane voltage changes in response to external stimulation is given in Figure 3 .
Modeling Electrical Stimulation of Fibers in Peripheral Nerve
Peripheral nerve consists of (up to thousands of ) nerve fibers, or axons, with diameters ranging from a few to tens of micrometers. Nerves may contain subbundles, called fascicles, with a typical diameter of 0.5 mm. Motor fibers are wrapped in a myelin sheath that speeds up propagation of the action potential. At regular intervals, λ, the myelin sheath is interrupted over a few micrometers at the nodes of Ranvier. These are the sites where membrane channels exchange ions, keeping the action potential traveling. The ratio of internode distance to fiber diameter is approximately 100:1. A negative-going extracellular current pulse close to a node may trigger the action potential artificially. This is the basis of artificial electrical stimulation (see above).
Modeling is usually done in two stages: nerve fiber excitation and volume conduction.
THE NERVE FIBER First, the response of a nerve fiber to an electrical field is modeled (11, 12) and modified (13) . For this process, the approximate "activating function" may be used, in which a fiber is considered over a length of three nodes only, modeled by two sections of a passive RC network ( Figure 4 ). The nerve becomes active when the second-order difference f (the activating function) of external node potentials V e of a central node and its two neighbors exceeds a threshold (∼20 mV). As the exact node positions are unknown and f for a given diameter class of fibers only depends on the internode distance λ, activating functions are calculated for each position x, y, z and x, y, z ± λ in the fascicle, for each electrode. Thus, 
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Figure 4
The electric network equivalent of a myelinated fiber. V r is the membrane rest potential. V e,n is the extracellular potential at node n. V i,n is the intracellular potential at node n. R i is the intracellular resistance. C m and R m are membrane capacitance and resistance. with f = V e,n−1 − 2V e,n + V e,n+1 = V e (x, y, z − λ)
−2V e (x, y, z) + V e (x, y, z + λ).
Meier et al. (13) have shown this to be true for stimulation with a short rectangular current pulse of duration T under the condition that T < R i C m and T < R m C m . A practical value for T is 100 µs.
If an electrode is sufficiently close to a node of Ranvier, compared to λ, the two terms V e,n−1 and V e,n+1 may be set to zero. This is the "local approach."
Note that the activating function sets the external potential condition but does not take into account ionic currents through the membrane ion channels, which can be modeled by the Hodgkin-Huxley equations and their refined forms. Because of this, the activating-function approach is only valid for short rectangular stimulus-current pulses in the range of 10-100 µs. Also, the well-known relationship at threshold of stimulation between amplitude and duration of the stimulus (the "strength-duration threshold curve") is not contained in the activating function. The effect of pulse duration has been taken into account by Warman et al. (14), Nagarajan & Durand (15), Grill & Mortimer (16) , and others. Pulse duration may be a tool to influence spatial selectivity of stimulation.
The activating function above explains the (inverse linear) dependence of stimulus-activation threshold upon fiber diameter for an electrode positioned 1 mm from a nerve fiber (diameter ∼10 um). It takes into account that the ratio of node spacing to fiber diameter is a constant with value of about 100 in a myelinated fiber (11) . Note that this is the "inverse recruitment order" property of artificial stimulation. Note, too, that this drawback has no meaning for selective stimulation, which must be local by definition, at approximately no more than tens of micrometers from a node of Ranvier.
The continuous version of, e.g., the second spatial axial derivative of the activating function also explains why a nodic blocking may occur in unmyelinated fibers if a cathodic pulse is elevated to eight times its strength at threshold (12) . One may call this a "stimulation window." Again, it is not of much importance when enough electrodes, each close to a different fiber, are available.
THE VOLUME CONDUCTOR In the second stage of modeling, the potentials V e,n generated by currents from stimulating electrode configurations must be calculated at the node positions of all fibers and represented as equipotential contours or equiactivation function contours (13) . Figure 5 shows the volume conductor model of a cylindrical nerve or fascicle. The fascicle is idealized as an electrically homogeneous and infinitely long extending cylinder with a radial conductivity σ r and a longitudinal conductivity σ z . The cylinder is surrounded by a layer that represents 
and a boundary term V b e , which is an expansion of Bessel functions. Similarly, V s e (x, y, z + λ) follows from Equation 2. Electrode configurations may be monopolar, bipolar, tripolar, etc. Combinations of anodes and cathodes may yield some field-steering capability, although at the expense of higher stimulus currents (13, 17) . While the cylindrical idealization of the nerve or fascicle permits the analytical solution of Laplace's equation, as summarized above, the more general case of a nerve volume conductor with many irregular, inhomogeneous, anisotropic fascicular cross sections inside asks for finite-difference modeling of the tissue (18, 19) .
Metal Microelectrodes
The metal electrode, with its interface to the electrolytic fluid environment, is an important part of the stimulation system. Metal electrodes in a body-fluid environment are electrochemical transducers; they may exchange electrons with ions (carrier exchange) and/or operate in a capacitive way. The electrode-electrolyte interface is not yet fully understood. Basically there are capacitive mechanisms (charging and discharging of the electrode double layer, no electron transfer) and Faradaic mechanisms (chemical oxidation or reduction, reversible or irreversible). Approximations are made for the Helmholtz layer impedance, the capacitive mechanisms, and Faradaic current. In general, the diffusion and recombination of metal ions in and out of the liquid is a nonlinear charge-transfer process. In practice, charge recovery methods to reach charge balance are necessary for the avoidance of tissue damage by direct currents (20) .
The double layer is not simply represented by a lumped capacitor of constant value. In a simple parallel RC representation both R and C depend on frequency in the range up to 10 kHz. They decrease with increasing frequency and may vary with f −α , with α depending on the metal, the presence of absorbed compounds on the metal, the rate constants of chemical reactions, and many other circumstances. For example, in physiological saline, α is 0.5 and the phase angle between real and imaginary parts of the impedance is 45
• . Around 1973, selection of a microelectrode meant the choice between a glass micropipette (for intracellular recording) or a metal microelectrode (for extracellular purposes). Metals were platinum, tungsten, stainless steel, or indium. Later, Pt/W and Pt/Ir electrodes (21), with improved impedance characteristics, became available. Specifically, they behave better at low frequencies, compared, for example, to the average f −0.75 frequency dependence for Pt (22) . The smaller the area of a microelectrode, the higher its impedance. Enlarging the surface in the form of a porous coating (Platinum-black) or columnar structure (titanium nitride) can compensate for this phenomenon. Compensation is not needed so much for stimulation purposes, but because noise accompanies impedance (for thermal noise of resistive origin, V rms = √ 4kTR f; for example, 1 MOhm in a bandwidth of 10 kHz yields 12.8 µV-rms), compensation is advisable when recording action potentials. As an example, Figure 6 shows the surface of a TiN-coated electrode. Such structuring may reduce impedance from a few MOhms to several hundreds of kOhms.
The Neuron-Electrode Interface and Stimulation of Neuronal Cell Bodies
The neuron-electrode interface is electrically characterized by three components: the neuron, the microelectrode, and the medium in between. As selective stimulation requires close contact with the cell, the medium will in general have the form of a neuron-electrode gap. If the contact specifically concerns the contact of a (patch) glass pipette electrode on the soma of a brain cell, or a dissociated neuronal cell (in a culture dish, for example; see below) adhered to a microelectrode array substrate, the gap may be very narrow, between 30 and 300 nm. The cell may even "seal" the electrode (or electrode well) completely. What happens there deserves further consideration. Depending on the sealing quality or the position of electrode near the soma, axon, or axon hillock, the stimulation site and stimulation process may differ.
In his 1975 review, Ranck (23) concluded that "Stimulation of a neuron near its cell body is not well understood, but in many cases the axon is probably stimulated." Figure 7 shows the current paths for a sealed-cell-body configuration and its modeling circuit elements.
Recently, a study into the neuron-electrode interface revealed the existence of a stimulation window (24) and elucidated the fundamental understanding of cell-body activation. That a cell exhibits a stimulation window means that it is activated at a certain cathodic threshold [−30 nA in Figure 8 ] but will ultimately stop firing upon increase of the current. Here the window is different from that of an axon. In this case, the balance of inward and outward ionic membrane currents is disturbed in such a way that ultimately the upper membrane cannot be depolarized enough to initiate an action potential during the stimulus pulse.
Selectivity of Stimulation and the Efficiency of a Stimulation Device
At low current, an electrode can stimulate one fiber if its position is closer to that fiber than to other fibers. Increase of current will expand the stimulation volumethat is, will include more and more fibers. The ultimate selectivity will be reached 422 RUTTEN Figure 6 Scanning electron microscope photo of electrode Au surface with deposited TiN columnar structure to increase active surface and thereby lower the electrode impedance (to about 100 kOhm at 1000 Hz, for a 10-µm-diameter electrode). TiN material is deposited by reactive sputtering of titanium in an Ar/N 2 plasma. With the correct process parameters, the layer develops a columnar, porous structure. The originally yellow TiN turns black, owing to the fact that no light is reflected (as in platinum black). The TiN layer can be applied to all electrodes at the same time and is mechanically very robust.
if each fiber had its "own electrode." Such a situation would require both enough electrodes and a blueprint of nerve fibers such that electrodes could be positioned close to the nodes of Ranvier. In practice, no blueprint is available and microfabrication has technological limits. Because we must use a limited number of electrodes placed optimally (in a statistical sense), we must consider and test the degree to which stimulation can be selective-that is, the extent to which each electrode From another point of view, one might define the efficiency of a multielectrode device as the number of distinct fibers that can be contacted divided by the total number of electrodes. Greater overlap means reduced efficiency. Fiber selectivity has been addressed by Smit (25) and by Rutten et al. (26) as well as by others. It was concluded, on statistical grounds and by overlap experiments, that an electrode separation of 128 µm was optimal for a rat peroneal nerve fascicle with 350 alpha motor fibers.
Force recruitment experiments in a rat motor nerve using a 2-dimensional (2-D) 24-electrode array with an electrode separation of 120 µm (27, 28) found that 10 distinct threshold forces could be evoked (the efficiency of the device is 10/24 = 42%) (see Table 3 and Figure 9 ). Under less-strict requirements for selectivity, i.e., assuming that distant, nonneighboring electrodes would probably not activate the same motor neurons, the efficiency went up to 81%. Here, efficiency was defined as the ratio between the number of measured distinct force thresholds and the number of electrodes.
Selectivity can also be enhanced by multipolar (e.g., tripolar) stimulation. In a nerve fascicle, a linear anode-cathode-anode combination, positioned with its long axis across the fascicle, will narrow the excitation region considerably (13) (see RUTTEN Summary of efficiencies E and E in eight experiments with the 24-fold 2-D electrode in rat peroneal nerve ( Figure 13 ). Efficiency E is defined as the fraction of the number of electrodes that produce distinct force levels at threshold, implying that these electrodes control a separate muscle unit. If more than one electrode has the same threshold force level, only one counts, as it is assumed that this electrode contacts the same axon going to the same muscle unit. This multiple control is likely for neighbor electrodes but less likely for electrodes that lie farther apart in the array. They will probably control another muscle unit, with an identical force. When these latter electrodes are allowed to be counted, the greater efficiency E results. N el is the number of electrodes used in an array. From Ref. (28) . Figure 10 ). In a cuff electrode, a tripole oriented in the longitudinal direction may theoretically generate unidirectional action potentials in small nerve fibers while blocking the larger fibers (29) .
Peripheral Nerve Fiber Recording: Modeling and Selectivity
The forward control of muscle by artificial stimulation might gain importance when this control is supplemented by selective feedback information from nerve fibers attached to sensors such as muscle spindles, tendon organs, and cutaneous sensors. This asks for insight into selective recording with multielectrodes. The same type of calculation as previously made for selective stimulation of nerve fibers in rat peroneal nerve (isotropic conductor, local approach) (26) could be applied, by reciprocity, to the case where the device is used to sense natural activity from afferent fibers. These calculations would lead to a (statistically optimal) electrode interdistance of 143 µm for the case where there are 250 type I afferent fibers in rat peroneal nerve. But, while an action potential can be triggered by activation of only one node of Ranvier (stimulation), propagation of an action potential inevitably involves about 20 active nodes (recording). Therefore, in such calculations one cannot replace the electrode (stimulation) by one node of Ranvier (recording) and make a reciprocal model. In other words, the problem is not symmetrical; forward and inverse calculations are different. Plateaus and steps in the beginning of the curve mean selective stimulation: The electrode's stimulus field expands with increasing current and "meets" motor fibers one by one. For ideal selectivity, the threshold force is unique per electrode, belonging to a specific motor unit at that specific electrode (from Ref. 28 ).
Figure 10
Tripolar-stimulation activation-function isocontours, drawn in a longitudinal cross-sectional plane through the nerve. Isovalues are given in volts. In the hatched areas the value of this function is higher than 0.1 V, which corresponds to a membrane depolarization of about 20 mV, i.e., activation threshold. The calculations are for fibers with an internodal length λ of 1 mm. The hatched area means that fibers that run longitudinally through this area will be stimulated. In the tripolar area at the right, the stimulation is cathodal (central ellipses, solid lines). In the two "satellite" regions in the left part, stimulation is anodal (solid ellipses). The nerve bundle is modeled homogeneously and is immersed in a good conducting medium. Conductivity parameters: σ ρ = 0.1
, σ e = ∝ −1 m −1 , stimulus currents I cath = 20 µA, I an = 10 µA (from Ref. 13 ).
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Another difference between stimulation and recording is that nerve fibers will almost always fire as ensembles. When two (not overlapping in time) action potentials (or action potential trains) are sensed by one electrode, the trains can be detected separately when the selectivity ratio S of their amplitudes V 1 and V 2 exceeds a certain threshold, i.e., when S > S th , for example, S > 1.1, or S > 2 (compare this to signal to noise ratio; 1.1 means barely visible, 2 is better). Quantitative insight in this selectivity ratio S as a function of spatial and conductivity parameters may be obtained by the combined use of an electrode "lead field" model (using the volume conduction model as outlined above) and a probability model for the positions of active fibers (30) . Figure 11 shows a dramatic decrease in the ability to discriminate two trains when the nerve is insulated from its surrounding tissue (i.e., for zero extraneural conductivity), illustrating the importance of a natural "wet" surrounding of the nerve.
Figure 11
The probability P (vertical axis) that the measured action potentials from the two fibers nearest a central monopolar electrode have an amplitude ratio S > S th . Results are shown for three thresholds (1.1, 1.5, and 2) as a function of the conductivity of the extraneural tissue. The nerve has 40 active fibers (with 20 nodes each) (from Ref. 30) . Note that in a nerve surrounded by an isolating medium (like air) fibers cannot be discriminated by their amplitude ratio (left part of the curves all tend to zero).
PENETRATING ELECTRODES Microfabricated Linear, 2-D, and 3-D Multielectrodes
"Linear multielectrodes" refers to a one-dimensional array of electrode sites mounted in/on a needle or incorporated in a glass or silicon tip-shaped carrier. The needle is a hollow metal shaft in which a side-window perforation houses the tips of a number of leads threaded through the shaft. More-recent technology (31) allows the lithographic patterning and deposition of thin-film metal leads and electrode sites onto glass, silicon, or polyimid carriers (Figure 12) . A 2-D array consists of electrodes, with the tips in the same plane, configured either as a bundle of wires ( Figure 13 ) or as galvanically grown needles (Figure 17 ). When the array is slanted (Utah Slanted Electrode Array, Figure 14) or needles have otherwise variable lengths (UT-array, Figure 15 ) such that the tips are no longer in the same plane, these structures are called 3-D because such penetrating structures offer the best spatial selectivity [details follow in the next two paragraphs and a separate section is devoted to multielectrode arrays (MEAs)].
Silicon and Silicon-Glass Arrays
Silicon-based microprobe fabrication has been an outstanding activity of the Center for Integrated Sensors and Circuits at the University of Michigan. It has led to a large number of single-shaft, multi-shaft, and 3-D stacked microelectrode arrays, a number of these being supplied with onboard microelectronics (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) . Design studies (42) , strength characterization (43) , and development of interconnection technology (44-48) have supported fabrication. Groups in Utah and Twente fabricated "brush" or "needle-bed" 2-D/3-D multielectrodes with about 100 electrodes in silicon or silicon-glass technology, for cortical and nerve applications. As anisotropic silicon etching cannot (yet) achieve the aspect ratios needed for long, slim needles (a needle 20 µm in diameter and 500 µm long has an aspect ratio of 25), the first step in obtaining a brush structure from a solid piece of silicon is a sawing procedure (30, 49, 50) . Silicon-glass technology has the advantage of high aspect ratios, sufficient length of needles, and different lengths of needles in the same device. Its disadvantages are the 3-D nature of many of the process steps, the large number of steps, and the difficulty of their integration. Nevertheless, two prototypes of 128-electrode (addressable) devices mounted on a processing chip (CMOS gate-array mixed-mode technology) have been realized (Figure 15 
Silicon-LIGA Arrays
An alternative, batch-oriented, and larger-scale way to fabricate multielectrode needle-shaped devices is to combine silicon technology with the LIG (Lithographie, Galvano Abformung) technique (53) . In the silicon-LIGA process, nickel needles are grown from a combined seed/interconnection layer through narrow channels in 200 µm PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate). After removal of PMMA and etching of the seed layer, the electrode needles, which stand completely electrically separated, are connected individually to the leads in the interconnection layer. Using this technique at the Institut für Microtechnik in Mainz, Germany, Bielen fabricated a 2-D multielectrode of 4 × 32-needle electrodes, with square as well as round columns or needles. They have a thickness as low as 15 µm and a height of 150 µm (54), as illustrated in Figure 17 . Ultimate heights attained were 400 µm. Silicon-LIGA technology reduces the number of steps but has the disadvantage of requiring synchrotron radiation facilities. Even at its present needle-length limit (400 µm), the LIGA + electroplating process facilitates useful neuroprosthetic and cortical applications.
Other Interfaces
An interesting, nonsilicon approach to making contact with fibers intrafascicularly is the use of tethered Pt microwires (25 µm diameter) developed by Horch and colleagues (55) (56) (57) (58) (59) (60) (61) . 
CUFF ELECTRODES
Cuff electrodes are placed on the inside of a tubular cuff wrapped around a nerve (split cylinder or spiral cuff). They have been in use since 1974/1975 (62, 63) . The number of electrodes in a cuff may vary, but it is usually below ten. Cuff electrodes may offer a degree of fascicular sensitivity. The electrodes may be micro-size electrodes. But, as selectivity is fascicle selectivity, electrode sizes may also be in the (sub)-millimeter range. Cuffs may be designed for blocking neural transmission [e.g., collision block (64)], they may recruit fibers in a more natural order (65), or they may be chosen because the nerve of interest is too delicate (lies too deep or has fibers too thin) for the use of penetrating electrodes (6) . For recording, the insulating cuff permits higher amplitudes because the current is shielded against leaking away, but at the same time recording selectivity decreases (66) . Tripolar arrangements suppress noise. A longitudinal tripole may theoretically generate unidirectional action potentials in small nerve fibers while blocking the larger fibers (collision block) (29) . The affects of long-term application and the degree of damage caused by neural electrodes is best documented for cuffs. Cuffs are usually designed to be wider (50%) than nerve diameter to avoid compression and subsequent neural damage. They may be self-sizing. Also, leads must be very flexible, and nerves should have enough slack to avoid damage from mechanical movements of cuff and leads, e.g., edema, connective tissue formation, degradation in performance, or, ultimately, death of the nerve. Although longer cuffs give more signal amplification in recording, from a mechanical point of view, shorter cuffs are preferable.
REGENERATION SIEVES AND CONE-INGROWTH ELECTRODES
Above we considered insertion of multielectrodes into peripheral nerve. As noted, if a microelectrode is not exclusive to one target fiber (the overlap problem), its efficiency is reduced.
Three alternative ways to interface electrodes to neurons are the sieve devices, filled-cone electrodes, and planar multielectrode arrays. The sieve lets cut nerve 434 RUTTEN fibers regenerate through holes in a transverse 2-D array. A "mixed" type of electrode is the cone electrode filled with a neurotrophic substance-like nerve growth factor (NGF). The third interface method involves culturing nerve cells on patterned planar multielectrode substrates. (The latter approach receives attention in the section below on Planar Substrate Embedded Electrode Arrays.) Among other uses, these cultured cells and their networks provide an excellent tool for the understanding of the neuron-electrode interface. All of these electrode types involve the growth of nerve fibers or neurites. If successful, these devices provide close contact to specific nerve fibers, reducing the overlap problem and increasing electrode efficiency.
Regeneration Sieve Microelectrode Arrays
A regenerative method of interfacing nerves to electrodes is the use of a 2-D (planar) sieve between the two cut ends of a nerve ( Figure 18 ). The silicon sieve permits nerve fibers to regenerate through metallized hole (or slit) electrodes in the sieve (67) (68) (69) (70) (71) . The main advantage of this method is that microfabrication of flat devices is easier than that of 3-D devices. Another advantage is that, once the nerve has been regenerated, the device is fixed firmly to it. However, since the flats are typically only 10-µm thick, there is a limited chance that nodes of Ranvier will be close to an electrode (typical internode spacing of a 10-µm fiber is 1 mm), thereby limiting the selectivity of stimulation/recording at the fiber level. Crosstalk between electrodes was studied by Wallman et al. (72) , who confirmed this handicap. Another problem is that nerve fibers tend to grow through holes not as single fibers but as a group (a process called fasciculation) (73) , thereby reducing the possibility of selective stimulation. Zhao et al. (70) reported that after 4-16 weeks of regeneration through 100-µm hole diameters, nerves recovered more or less their normal anatomy, but the force in the corresponding muscle declined by 40%. Smaller holes yielded morphological and functional failures. Guidance of neurites through sieves by Schwann cells provides a means of circumventing inhibitory scar formation (74) . While most studies use sciatic nerve for regeneration through a sieve, Heiduschka et al. (75) demonstrated that the optic nerve also is a good candidate.
Cone-Ingrowth Electrodes and Brain-Computer Interfaces
In 1989, Kennedy (76) reported on the cone electrode implanted in rat cortex: a long-term electrode that recorded from neurites grown onto its recording surface. The electrode was a gold wire fixed inside a hollow glass cone (1.5 mm long with a tip-opening diameter of 100-200 µm) filled with a piece of sciatic nerve. Stable single-unit and multi-unit neural activity was recorded for months. When nerve growth factor (NGF) replaced the piece of sciatic nerve, no ingrowth was observed, perhaps owing to leakage of NGF out of the cone. In a later paper (77), the application was confirmed for monkey and for neurotrophic medium fill, with histologic examination suggesting again that ingrowth of cortical neurites and other central neural elements into the cone took place. In 1998 at Emory University School of Medicine, two such electrodes were implanted into the brain of a paralyzed, speech-impaired patient. Such systems are able to control devices directly from the human central nervous system (78) .
In 2000, cortical control using many more contacts [32 or 96 electrodes (wire arrays)] implanted into three motor areas of the monkey brain led to successful prediction of arm movements during a drinking task (79) . The activity patterns recorded by the electrodes while the monkey performed the arm-movement trajectory could be translated into computer algorithms causing a robot arm to perform the same trajectory. Both of these developments show the feasibility of long-term brain-computer interfacing and control.
Other work (outside the scope of this paper because it involves no microelectrode interfacing) is the research on EEG-based brain-computer interfaces. The patient uses so-called motor imagery (they think about how they would perform a movement, and the resulting EEG is real-time processed to control devices). The processing is mainly based upon event-related synchronization or desynchronization effects in the EEG patterns (80) .
PLANAR SUBSTRATE-EMBEDDED ELECTRODE ARRAYS Planar Microelectrode Arrays for Cultured Neurons
Planar microelectrode arrays, consisting of transparent leads (indium tin oxide, or gold) to 10-100 electrode sites (diameter typically 10 µm) spaced at 100 µm interdistance on glass plates, were used by Thomas et al. (81), Gross (82, 83) , Novak & Wheeler (84) , and many others to study the activity and plasticity of developing cultured neuronal networks or brain slices. In this way, an attractive alternative was sought for the almost impossible job of probing many neurons simultaneously in a growing network with micropipettes. Two essential prerequisites for high-quality recordings are (a) lowering the high impedance of the tiny electrode sites to about 1 M by additional electroplating of Pt-black (85) and (b) increasing the sealing resistance between cell and substrate by promoting adhesion. The latter can be achieved by coating the glass substrate with laminin, polylysine, or silane-based (mono)layers. Still, a number of neurons will adhere too far from the electrode sites to produce measurable action potentials. This finding led Tatic-Lucic et al. (86) to the discovery that the design of arrays consisting of electrode wells in which single embryonic neural somata were "locked up." In this design, only neurites should protrude from the wells to form neural networks. In this way, unique contacts are established, to be used as cultured bidirectional network probes. Alternatively, one can improve the contact efficiency by patterning the adhesive layer in detail; it is even possible to guide neural growth, for example, around and over electrodes. Both patterning and "cultured probes" are treated separately below.
Patterned Biological Neural Networks
Neuronal networks may be patterned in several ways. One method uses lasers to selectively cut cells away from a growing network (82) . The other methods are chemical. One may modify neurophilic layers (like organosilanes, laminin, poly-D-lysine, polyethyleneimine) and neurophobic layers (like polyimid, glass, fluorocarbon) into the desired pattern by conventional lithographic and deposition methods (87) (88) (89) (90) (91) ). An illustration is presented in Figure 19 . A faster way is the socalled microstamping method (92, 93) in which substrates are modified by printing the desired pattern onto them (Figure 20) .
In principle, one might design neuronal network architectures as circuits to perform specific functions. The layout of chemical tracks would determine function. However, it is by no means certain that network growth is now sufficiently understood to yield reliable and functional connections at the extremely low local densities inherent in such networks. (See also the section below on creation by training methods of functional circuits in unpatterned networks.)
When the task of stimulation or recording concerns an axon or soma in vitro, the cell is lying over an electrode site in an MEA. This situation offers a controlled environment in which the cell adheres to known adhesion molecules, possibly after having been guided in a controlled way to an electrode location (Figure 21 ). Here the amount of electrode coverage and the quality of the sealing are in a controlled condition, reflected in the signal transfer between electrode and cell and in the electrode impedance (94) (95) (96) (97) . Although the in vitro situation is a controlled condition, cell functioning may still deviate from the normal situation. For example, membranes may adapt to the environment they are adhered to. The distribution of ionic channels in the membranes of the adhered parts of these cells may change and be reflected in an altered shape of the action potential (98, 99, 24) . Ionic depletion in the narrow gap between adhered membrane and substrate may be responsible for altered intracellular and extracellular waveforms, in response to stimulation.
Cell-Cultured Multielectrode Probes
Cultured arrays may one day be used as cultured neuron probes, for example, by controlling each cell separately in a "cage" on a neurochip (100) or by controlling small networks at each electrode (101) . They may be implanted in living nerve tissue to serve as a hybrid interface between electronics and nerve. The advantage would be that the electrode-cell interface may be established and optimized in the lab, while the nerve network after implantation may be a realistic target for ingrowth of nerve (collaterals). Figure 22 shows an eight-day-old hippocampal culture on a neurochip. Several neurites emerge from most of the wells. For survival of the neurons and delivering growth factors, a coverslip cultured with glia cells is put onto the neurochip with the glia facing the neuron surface 2 mm away. Figure 23a presents schematically the design of a cultured-probe neural prosthetic device. Each electrode has its own island of cultured cells adhered to the electrode's immediate environment. The cells provide an environment well adapted to collateral sprouts from the neural tissue where the probe is implanted. 
STABILITY OF STIMULATION AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS
Chronic Implantation, Biocompatibility, and
Stability of Interfaces
Chronic-implantation studies are important for the clinical application and acceptance of stimulation devices. For future use of microelectrode arrays in humans, biocompatibility and stability will become crucial.
Figure 21
Impression of a growing nerve cell whose protruding axon is approaching a microelectrode site (well diameter is 12 µm). The growth cones (filopodia) find their way, guided by a complex machinery of secretion and reception of specific "semaphor" proteins, which may act over short and long distances. Protein-coated electrodes may take part in this machinery to seduce nerve cells.
Damage to neural tissue may consist of (reversible) swelling, connective tissue formation, and (irreversible) Wallerian degeneration. In general, the mechanisms responsible for damage may be of surgical, mechanical, or chemical origin. Cortical implantation of single-and multi-electrode wire devices seems in general to be performed today without problems. McCreery et al. (102) implanted single Ir microwire electrodes in cat cochlear nucleus and found tissue damage after long stimulation highly correlated to the amount of charge per phase. The safe threshold was 3 nC/phase (while stimulus threshold was about 1 nC/phase). Lefurge et al. (103) implanted Teflon-coated Pt-Ir wires, diameter 25 µm, intrafascicularly. They appeared to be tolerated well by cat nerve tissue for six months, causing little damage. Edell et al. (104) and Schmidt et al. (105) investigated the influence of silicon microshaft arrays on rabbit and cat cortical tissue. While neuron density around the 40 µm wide shafts decreased, adverse tissue response along the shafts was minimal over six months (104) , except at the sharp tips. Rousche & Normann (106) reported on implantation of a densely packed needle-brush array (100 electrode sites) into feline cortex. They found no histological damage after three months of stimulation. (Stimulation occurred for 4 minutes a day; 11 electrodes were wired, and 7 were tracked for three months; average charges were 8.5, 8.6, and 11.6 nC/phase for three cats.)
Liu et al. (107) report that a seven-electrode array (iridium needles with lengths 1.5, 1.8, and 2 mm; 35 µm diameter; and 380 µm spacing) became stable after Figure 22 Micrograph of a hippocampal culture on a neurochip after 8 days in culture. Several neurites emerge from most wells. (Caged wells are covered by a silicon nitride canopy with a central hole; a freshly dissociated rat neuron is inserted into this hole; the neuron soma grows and locks itself in, and the neurites then emerge from the wells. To enable survival of the neurons and delivering growth factors, a coverslip cultured with glia cells is put onto the neurochip with the glia facing the neuron surface 2 mm away. The scale bar is 100 µm long (from Ref. 100, Figure 5 ). two months of implantation in cat cortex. The lead to the device being mounted in a very flexible way through the dura and rigidly fixed to the skull, thereby allowing the device to operate in a "floating" way. In the first two months, although responsiveness of the electrodes changed, very little connective tissue formation around the electrodes was seen. Rutten et al. (108) found that, in peripheral nerve, six months after implantation of a one-dimensional silicon-based array (without leads) in rat peroneal nerve, a 10 µm thin connective tissue layer had grown around the array only. The gait of the implanted rats returned to normal within a few days of implantation. Both the minimal reaction to silicon oxide/silicon nitride and the normal gait suggest that such intraneural implants are tolerated well.
Of course, a large 3-D array, with a "nailbed" or brush shape, inserted into a nerve fascicle would occupy volume and would be expected to evoke a severe tissue reaction. Such an implantation has not yet been tried chronically. It would 444 RUTTEN be difficult to keep flexible the relatively bulky set of leads that would be involved with an array of, say, 100 electrodes; preferable would be the use of a local processing chip to reduce the number of wires to an acceptable number, in the range of 20.
Safe Stimulation
Safe stimulation aims at the prevention of damage to the neural tissue and to the electrode during long-term stimulation. The ideal is to stimulate only capacitively, but this limits the transferable charge seriously as the double-layer charge of a microelectrode is very small. Consequently, even at low current, one enters the Faradaic regime, reversibly or irreversibly. However, by avoiding irreversible chemical reactions and by choosing the right electrode materials, the aim of safety can be reached. Iridium oxide, for example, has a large reversible charge injection capacity, thus allowing high charge injection without Faradaic electrolysis (gassing limit is high) or net dc charge transfer. A number of charge-balanced stimulus waveforms, either sinusoidal or pulsatile (symmetric or asymmetric), are in use to date in neural stimulation to manage the electrode processes optimally.
Bursting Networks, Pharmacological Treatment, and Biosensor Applications
One of the most exciting new possibilities of modern MEA interfacing technology is the study of cellular and network functioning in vitro after pharmacological/biochemical treatment. Gross and coworkers especially are active in the use of cultured cells and networks as biosensors. Gross & Kowalski (109) concluded that all networks could be made active, be made more active, or be silenced chemically with great sensitivity to calcium, potassium, strychnine, bicuculline, glutamate, carbamazepine, and GABA, among many other substances (110) . They also found that networks are never morphologically disconnected and are most generally characterized by oscillatory, entrained, or coarsely grained bursting phenomena in the neural discharge activity patterns. This was confirmed later by a number of other groups. We observed that spontaneous bursts (large-scale with many sites active) are typically separated on a time scale of minutes, while in-between a few "pacemakers" are active always. The whole pattern may change its characteristics (other pacemakers, other patterns of network bursts) on a scale of days, but the alternation of pacing and bursting stays (111) .
Learning Networks
Another exciting new application is the biological "simulation" of developing brain-like networks. It is well known that our human brain is highly trainable owing to the plastic nature of its synaptic connections. It has been shown in the past two decades that artificial neural networks can likewise be trained to perform pattern recognition tasks by Hebbian synaptic-strength modification rules. These rules are based on what we know from single-cell or few-cell recordings in intact brain.
Might cultured neural networks comprising a relatively small numbers of elements (on the order of thousands of cells) teach us more about collective behavior, network functioning, and perhaps even about the function of the complete brain? Can neuronal networks be trained? A very recent positive answer came form Shahaf & Marom (4) , who demonstrated that networks of cortical neurons can be trained in a remarkably simple and rapid way. They found that the network "explores a large space of possible connections and can be instructed to select and stabilize one or a subset of them by withdrawing the stimulus at the point that the connection is observed." The experiments were done by stimulating a specific electrode pair at a low rate (0.3, 0.5, or 1 Hz), with two distinct timing patterns (2 or 10 minutes on, 8 minutes off), until a predefined response was observed at 50 ms after the stimulus, at which time the stimulation was stopped and the procedure repeated. Ultimately the desired response is elicited directly. The authors conclude that the networks stabilize at response configurations that remove the stimuli, and they extend this conclusion speculatively to the behavioral concept of reward: The brain responds to stimuli in a nonexploratory way. This means that once a task has been learned, recognition characterizes itself by the absence of the exploration of possible solutions. (The principle here is very different from that of a reward model involving a separate mechanism.)
Other studies aim to train networks by feedback mechanisms in connection to real or computer-generated outer-world sensors [see, for example, DeMarse et al. (112)]. One criticism of overly optimistic extrapolation from cultured network properties to those of the brain is that, once they have been removed from neonatal animal brains, networks of dissociated cells have lost their native cell-neighbor relationships. Although this has not been studied conclusively yet, cultures with an organo-typic nature (brain slices) from rat brain have been shown morphologically and functionally to remain very natural and are therefore helpful tools (except during the first period of incubation) in developmental biology and pharmacology and as a substitute for experimental animals (113) .
Neural Prostheses
It is hard to predict when neural prostheses, based on the foregoing devices and developments, will take their place in clinical practice, serving to restore lost or damaged functions or being used to enhance normal function. The process of developing laboratory prototypes (based on animal studies) into clinically applicable devices for humans is usually a long one and depends on many socioeconomical factors. To date, clinical human studies use mainly cuff microelectrodes (peripheral nerve), deep-brain (micro-and macro-) electrodes, and flexible (cochlear) array electrodes. Application of multielectrode systems is currently retarded by insufficient understanding of brain function and neural control.
In the lab, meanwhile, new approaches, such as the neurochip and the cultured probe mentioned above, are being sought. 
